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You Want The Price Group Working For You!
Buying Real Estate? 

How are we going to find the perfect house for you as our client? Why work 

with us over another agent?  

1. Our Market Watch Program  

Supply us with your search criteria for your new property (location, sq ft, etc.). 

We will search the ENTIRE market for you for ALL properties that meet your 

criteria! We’ll have your comprehensive list of matching properties (complete 

with descriptions, pictures, maps, etc.) for you to review via email in 24 hours 

or less. After you’ve reviewed these matching properties, simply send us the 

MLS number and/or the property address of the ones you’re interested in. 

We will set appointments for you to tour and view at your convenience. The 

service doesn’t stop there – we’ll keep a constant eye on the market for you, 

24/7. Every time a property that matches your criteria comes on market or 

goes through a price change – we will notify you immediately. We work hard 

while you rest assured that you will not miss a single opportunity!  

2. We research expired listings from multiple years back- this is data not 

made available to the public!  

3. We research FSBOs and are also highly successful in negotiating on behalf 

of our clients in for sale by owner circumstances.  

4. We are in a constant, connected live feed communication environment with 

our 200+ colleagues at our KW office, which is a leading office in our local 

real estate market, to learn about up and coming new listings before they 

even hit market.  



5. When our buyer clients are specific to certain neighborhoods – we canvas 

the entire community through phone calls and door knocking to find sellers 

for our buyers, people who open to selling when the right opportunity 

presents 

for them! Our team found the perfect home for several of our 

buyers last year through this effort specifically.  

6. We are connected with lenders who have stellar rehab/remodel purchase 

loans – meaning when our buyers find the home that is perfect through our 

buyers’ vision, we can put all the pieces together to make that happen, 

through one fixed rate mortgage product. 

7. We advertise on various social media platforms to find the perfect home for 

our buyer – literally, we publish your wish list and buy ad space for the 

specific geographical area of your focus. 

8. We have methods that allow us to monitor homeowner patterns – data 

shows us who is likely to be preparing for a future sale; this data provides us 

the potential to match our buyer clients to the correct property before the 

property even hits market! 

9. We have an entire branch of our business focused on new construction 

opportunities for our buyers – we are your one stop show for lot loans, 

construction financing, a large network of builders for you to interview and 

select your best match from, our agents serve as a consultant for you during 

the home design process – providing great feedback about monitoring your 

pricing against the local market (so you don’t over invest, so that together we 

can craft an excellent potential for equity power!), providing guidance for 

floor plan designs that will be attractive for future resale value.  



Having a Realtor represent you truly won’t influence the price of your property. That is a very 

common thought among buyers, but it truly is a real estate myth. Here’s how it works: at the time 

of taking a listing, before the For Sale Sign is even in the yard, the list agent executes a listing 

contract with the seller. In that contract, it states how much the seller will pay the list broker upon 

a successful sale/closing of their property. This amount (known as the total commission) is 

negotiated privately between those two parties, before the property even goes on market. It is 

one total amount— perhaps 4%, 5%, 6%, 7%, etc— whatever they agree upon. 

To belong to our local Board of Realtors (which you must belong to if you publish any listings on 

the MLS), you must advertise a cooperating commission to a cooperating (buyer’s) agent when 

you publish the listing on the MLS. This means that a list broker has to advertise when publishing 

on the MLS that they’ll pay a certain amount of their total commission earned to the buyers 

broker (who then pays the buyer’s agent) in thanks for their cooperation (i.e. in thanks for them

bringing the buyer to the sale). A property cannot be listed on the MLS (therefore, realtor.com, 

etc.) without a cooperative commission being published. Whatever commission is published for 

the buyers broker/agent comes out of the total singular commission the seller agreed to pay the 

list agent/broker at the very beginning, when they signed the listing agreement. Basically, most 

every Realtor is a part of our Board, since being a member of the Board is the only way listings 

can be published on the MLS. 

The list agent and their broker determines what amount of their earned commission they are then 

going to pay the buyer’s agent and their broker at the same time of first publishing the listing— 

this is not something that is negotiated as part of the actual sale between seller and buyer— this 

is actually an agreement between List Broker and Buyer’s Agent Broker. 

In summary, if there is no buyer’s agent/broker involved, then the selling agent/broker still 

collects the full commission that the seller originally agreed to pay, but the selling agent and 

broker keep 100% of it. If there is a buyer’s agent/broker involved, the buyer gets full 

representation throughout the negotiation, contract, appraisal, and closing process while the 

seller still pays the same amount to their agent they’ve decided upon in the beginning— the 

seller’s bottom line is not affected either way. 

The buyer pays nothing for realtor representation since the buyer’s agent is paid by their own 

broker who is paid from the list agent’s broker. 

Sometimes a bit confusing, but thats the system our industry uses to protect both buyers and 

sellers and to encourage full representation for both buyers and sellers so that successful 

transactions can occur, helping to result in happy sellers and happy buyers!  

Why you CAN afford your own buyer's agent:



select a real estate agent

obtain financial pre-approval

buyer consult: analyze needs

select properties

view properties

write an offer to purchase

negotiate terms

accept the contract

conduct inspections

resolve any issues

conduct title search

remove any encumbrances

obtain title insurance

obtain funds for closing

close the property

take possession of home!

REMOVE CONTINGENCIES 
Obtain Mortgage Financing 

Credit Check Underwriting Appraisal 
Survey Insurance



Introducing The Price Group at Keller Williams Realty.  

What Makes Us Different From Other Realtors? 

Our Work Ethic of Perseverance, Thinking Outside The Box, Complete 

Attention to Detail, and Supreme Commitment to a Luxurious Level of 

Service.  

We know what it takes to get the job done in today's housing market-- 

it requires much more than just opening doors.  

We are a FULL SERVICE agent team. We believe just that-- our career 

is one of service, of helping others.  

We practice and implement supreme customer service-- we will 

keep you informed every step of the way!  

We have 60+ Buyer Services we offer and guide you through during 

this process. We don't just open doors for you-- we have over 60 

different service/industry tools we use to get you into YOUR DREAM 

HOME as quickly as possible.  

Please know that one of the most important services we can offer you 

is this: we can research for you, show you, write, present, and 

negotiate your offer on ANY HOME YOU FIND in the MLS anf on most 

For Sale By Owners. Because of this, during your home search, there 

is no need to call 20 different agents and offices listed on 20 different 

For Sale signs.

A Little About Us...



Client Information Sheet

Our real estate business has been built around one guiding principle: it's all about you. 
Your needs. Your dreams. Your concerns. Your questions. Your finances. Your time. 

Your life.  

Our focus is on your complete satisfaction. In fact, we work to get the job done so well 
that you will tell your friends and associates about your experience. After all, more than 

50% of our business comes from repeat customers and referrals.  
Great service speaks for itself. We're looking forward to the opportunity to earn your 

referrals too!

What is prompting your move?

Are you pre=approved for a mortgage?

What is your price range?

What is your wish list? (Think about Location, commuting, school district; 
Age of Home; Bedrooms; Bathrooms; Ranch vs Two Story; Single Family 

Home/Condo; Lot Size; Favorite Neighborhoods/Communities; Price 
Range; Basement; Garage; Square Footage/Finished Space; Land, Lot, New 

Construction, etc.



Thinking About Financing
When it comes to thinking about financing, or getting preapproved, EVERY LENDER HAS 

DIFFERENT PROGRAMS. So, it’s worth your time to talk to several. 

Important Note: One of the most important first steps you can take in preparing for the buying 

process is getting preapproved so you’re comfortable with the financial perimeters you’re 

using in your search for your new home! PLUS – many sellers are requiring letters of 

preapproval to be submitted at the time of submitting an offer (sometimes, even in advance 

of showings), so, it’s becoming more and more important for buyers to obtain their letters of 

preapproval as their “Step One” in the home buying process! Obtain your letter now, so that 

when the “right home” pops up – you are ready to go immediately! By having a letter of 

preapproval to submit to the seller when it comes time to make an offer, it strengthens your 

position as a Buyer – it is OFTEN the differentiating factor when one buyer wins out over the 

other offers in a multiple bidding situation! 

A few quick pointers: • Try to identify what lender you’d like to work with before you authorize 

any of them to pull your credit. Having your credit pulled “too many times in a short period of 

time” can adversely affect your credit score. • Interest rates can change daily. A lender should 

be able to discuss the current “interest rate trends” with you. But, you cannot LOCK (guarantee 

a rate) until you are under contract. Just know that no rate is a “sure thing” until you are under 

contract on your new home and you actively lock a rate with a lender! • When you speak with 

lenders, communicate to them what you feel comfortable with as your TOTAL monthly 

mortgage payment per your personal monthly budget. A TOTAL payment includes: 

• Principal          • Interest 

• Taxes (if you escrow)                 • Insurance (if you escrow) 

• And in some cases MIP or PMI (mortgage insurance) 
Often times, buyers find it best to work “backward” – that is, identifying their comfort level 

in their new home’s total monthly payment, then having the lender calculate what that 

would yield them in terms of a total purchase price (based on what type of down 

payment you think you’d like to make). When you do identify the lender you feel you’d 

like to work with, let me know so we can make sure that we are in good communication 

with them as well throughout the process! If you need recommendations regarding local 

lenders, let us know! We have great relationships with local lenders who have taken 

fantastic care of our clients in the past! 



Planning Your Cash Flow

Earnest Money Deposit: This check is cashed within 3 days of contract acceptance and it is 

applied towards your down payment on the day of closing. If the contract dissolves through a 

term allowable in the contract (i.e. Buyer’s dissatisfaction of inspections during the agreed upon 

inspection period), this money is refunded to you 

 

Cost of Inspections: Inspections are typically conducted within the first 7-12 days of being 

under contract. The Buyer pays for the inspections and this money is not refunded if the 

contract dissolves for any reason. Our team will guide you through what inspections we 

recommend, but the general list is as follows: o General Home Inspection (approx. $300-$350) o 

Termite Inspection (approx. $50) o Radon Inspection (approx. $100) o Septic Inspection, if 

applicable (approx. $300-$500) o Pool Inspection, if applicable (approx. $150) o Other 

inspections specific to a particular property may be recommended o If purchasing a parcel of 

land, the inspections differ and often involve a survey/perk test/etc. 

 

Closing Costs/Prepaid Items: These are your monies due at closing. These cover lender fees, 

appraisal fees, title fees, and (if you are escrowing your taxes and insurance) this includes 

approx. 15 months of homeowner’s insurance and approx. 6 months of property taxes. Our team 

can do a refined estimate for you based on the specific property at the time of discussing 

strategy of making an offer. Your lender is ultimately the party who will deliver the most 

accurate estimate of closing costs/prepaid items for you. This can typically be done at the time 

of receiving your letter of preapproval (at the very beginning of the process). If needed, we can 

structure your offer to request Seller to pay for some/all of your closing costs by adding that 

amount to your offer price to arrive at your final price point for your purchase offer. In essence, 

this process allows you to finance your closing costs rather than pay with cash. 

 

Down Payment: This money is due at closing (your Earnest Money Deposit made in advance is 

applied to this total amount). Your down payment reduces the principal loan amount. 



www.ChooseThePriceGroup.com

The Mortgage and Loan Process

Funding Your Home Purchase 

1. Financial pre-qualification or pre-approval 

• Application and interview 

 • Buyer provides pertinent documentation including verification of employment 

 • Credit report is requested 

 • Appraisal scheduled for current home owned, if any 

2. Underwriting 

 • Loan package is submitted to underwriter for approval 

3. Loan approval 

 • Parties are notified of approval 

 • Loan documents are completed and sent to title 

 4. Title company 

 • Title exam, insurance and title survey conducted 

 • Borrowers come in for final signatures 

5. Funding 

 • Lender reviews the loan package 

 • Funds are transferred by wire 

Why pre-qualify? 

• We recommend our buyers get pre-qualified before beginning their home search. 

• Knowing exactly how much you can comfortably spend on a home reduces the potential 

frustration of looking at homes beyond your means. 



Review of Homes, Showing Scheduling Process

Do Homework First to Make Sure It’s A Good Candidate 

Looking at properties online is a great way to further your house hunting process! For any 

homes that come across that look particularly interesting, let us know and we can send you 

additional information regarding the properties including how long they have been on market, 

when they last did a price change. We can also send you their Seller’s Disclosure! It is also 

wise to look at the property address in Google aerial maps to get an idea of the environment 

(size of yard, placement of lot, location on street, etc.) and to map the exact distance to and 

from your work location(s). Doing a “Drive By” is very helpful is always very helpful for Buyers 

in advance of their showings! 

Scheduling Showings 

Usually allow 30+/- minutes per showing – helpful to think of this when considering how 

many you can see at once. 

 We strongly advise you see to see a grouping of homes at once, rather than one at a time, so 

keep a running list of those that interest you! 

We call the agent on your behalf, you just send us the list of what you’d like to see! 

When scheduling, we prefer to schedule 48 hours in advance, whenever possible. Sellers 

need notice and we need to coordinate everyone’s calendars. 



What Happens After We Find
"The Potential Right One"?

What Happens Once We Find the Potential Home? 

Once we find your home – we research to help guide you through your offer strategy! 

PVA, history on market, disclosures, etc., Community CMA, HOA bylaws 

Buyer Protection 

Appraisal, Inspection Period (even if it’s for sale as is) Regarding inspections, we will also 

help you navigate through a Repair Request, if needed. We will help you to consider the 

following perimeters to help you get through this second round of negotiation smoothly 

and satisfactorily! 

• Age of Home 

• Difference in Code vs Safety 

• Functionality vs Preventative Maintenance vs Cosmetic/Aesthetic GLAR Contract 

Overview 

Contract to Close, We Manage the Contractual Deadlines for You! Our Team Supports 

You Every Step of the Way! 

Managing Deadlines of EMD, Inspections, Appraisal, Insurance 

Getting To The Closing Table! 

• Third parties (title companies, lenders) influence the closing 

• Flexibility brings happienss! 

      -Final underwriting yields a "Clear to Close" - so important to act on your lender's 

requests         with time sensitivity 



Making an Offer

Once you have found the property you want, we will write a purchase agreement. While much 

of the agreement is standard, there are a few areas that we can negotiate: 

The Price 

What you offer on a property depends on a number of factors including its condition, length of 

time on the market, buyer activity, and the urgency of the seller. While some buyers want to 

make a low offer just to see if the seller accepts, this often isn't a smart choice, because the 

seller may be insulted and decide not to negotiate at all. 

 The Move-in Date 

If you can be flexible on the possession date, the seller will be more apt to choose your offer 

over others. 

Additional Property 

Often, the seller plans on leaving major appliances in the home; however, which items stay or 

go is often a matter of negotiation. Typically, you will not be present at the offer presentation – 

we will present it to the listing agent and/or seller. The seller will then do one of the following: 

• Accept the offer 

• Reject the offer 

• Counter the offer with changes 

By far the most common is the counteroffer. In these cases, our experience and negotiating 

skills become powerful in representing your best interests. 

When a counteroffer is presented, we will work together to review each specific area of it, 

making sure that we move forward with your goals in mind and ensuring that we negotiate the 

best possible price and terms on your behalf. 



Closing 101

Prepare for It 

Closing day marks the end of your home-buying process and the beginning of your 

new life! To make sure your closing goes smoothly, you should bring the following: 

• A certified check for closing costs and down payment. Make the check payable to 

yourself; you will then endorse it to the title company at closing  

• Photo IDs 

Own It 

Transfer of title moves ownership of the property from the seller to you. The two 

events that make this happen are: 

   Delivery of the buyer's funds 

    This is the check or wire funds provided by your lender in the amount of the loan. 

   Delivery of the deed 

   A deed is the document that transfers ownership of real estate. The deed names the 

seller        and buyer, gives a legal description of the property, and contains the 

notarized signatures of    the seller and witnesses. 

At the end of closing, the deed will be taken and recorded at the county clerk's office. It 

will be sent to you after processing. 



Why Keller Williams Realty

Technology 

Leading-edge tech tools and training give us the edge in effectively finding the 

perfect home for you! 

Teamwork 

Keller Williams Realty was designed to reward agents for working together. Based 

on the belief that we are all more successful if we strive toward a common goal 

rather than our individual interests, we're confident that every Keller Williams 

professional shares the common goal of serving you, our client, in the best way 

possible. 

Knowledge 

Keller Williams Realty helps us stay ahead of trends in the real estate industry 

through its comprehensive, industry-leading training curriculum and research 

resources. It's what prepares us to provide you with unparalleled service. 

Reliability 

 Founded on the principles of trust and honesty, Keller Williams Realty emphasizes 

the importance of having the integrity to do the right thing, always putting your 

needs first. It reinforces our belief that our success is ultimately determined by the 

legacy we leave with each client we serve. 

Track Record 

 We're proud to work for the second largest real estate company in the United 

States. It's proof that when you offer a superior level of service, the word spreads 

fast. 
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